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Executive Summary
Background
Giving Young People
Opportunities (G*Y*P*O*) provides
alternative urban sports facilities and
an alternative culture for young
people. The organisation exists to
give young people a purpose in life,
build their confidence and provide
facilities to enable them to fulfill their
potential

delivered 2 trips to other skate parks,
numerous fundraising gigs, jams and
competitions, and have run a
successful skate park for 3 summers.

Developing Sustainability
G*Y*P*O* are aware of the need
to become sustainable and have
detailed plans for the development of
social enterprises within the field of
Urban Sports. Members of the Urban
Sports Group have identified the
The Vision
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time
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studies.
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taken this on
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communities
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team and
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G*Y*P*O* Fashion
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Range and Jewellry business.
G*Y*P*O* will engage young people
in the development of their own
activities and provide opportunities
for local people to come together.
The Objectives
The organisation plans to
develop a race track, indoor skate
park and outdoor facilities. There is a
large need for activities that keep
young people fit and G*Y*P*O* will
deliver structured tuition and
sessions in BMX, skateboarding and
inline. The committee will continue to
support the Urban Sports Group
which is made up of young people
with an interest in Urban Sports and
will take direction from them as to
the activities it will deliver at its
facilities. So far the organisation has

Resourcing the Projects
Through a mixture of grants and
income generation the organisation
expects to be fully sustainable within
the next five years. G*Y*P*O* will be
looking to improve their services by
ensuring they capitalise on the
environmental and energy efficiency
grants and initiatives that are coming
on board, to support their journey
towards sustainability.
The organisation will register as a
Charity in 2008 and will develop a
funding strategy to finance the
activities within the business plan.
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Business Plan 2007 - 2012
1. Introduction
1.1.This business plan relates to:
Providing and promoting alternative recreational leisure facilities and activities
Providing BMX biking, skate boarding, inline skating, Parkour, free running, rock
climbing and other wheeled sports
Providing activities for the benefit of people living in North East Lincolnshire
Engaging with young people with the object of improving the conditions of their life
Incorporating all aspects of the alternative urban sports culture including music, art,
fashion and media.
Promoting the group using a variety of events and publicity

2. Background
2.1. Giving Young People Opportunities (G*Y*P*O*) provides facilities and an alternative
culture for young people. The organisation exists to give young people a purpose in life,
build their confidence and provide facilities to enable them to fulfill their potential.
2.2. G*Y*P*O* Vision is:

“To provide an infrastructure of various facilities for alternative urban
sports and to enable young people to participate and maximise their
potential”
2.3 G*Y*P*O* Mission is:
Provide opportunities for young people
Provide urban recreational activities for young people
To ensure that young people are at the heart of the organisation
2.4. G*Y*P*O* Values are:
To give young people a voice
To provide services that are young people led
To enable young people to achieve things for themselves
To provide decent facilities that will enable people to come together in a social and
inclusive environments
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The Vision

3. The Vision
3.1. Through its work, G*Y*P*O* thrives on bringing people together, providing hobbies for local
people and developing active, confident young people.
3.2. The organisation exists to give young people opportunities and provide alternative activities
which maximise their potential. Through extensive consultation with young people, G*Y*P*O*
has identified a significant gap in alternative sports services and exist to fill this gap.
3.3.G*Y*P*O* would like to achieve success in a variety of services which they aim to deliver to
the local community. the services will include not only the physical places that allow young
people to participate in urban sports but also alternative activities that will provide numerous
benefits for the community as a whole.
3.4. The organisation strives to provide urban sports facilities for local urban sports enthusiasts
who have no where to practice their skills. The organisation ultimately wishes to provide
people with the opportunity to compete at a recognised national level in all urban sports
disciplines. In order to achieve this, the organisation must develop and maintain local
facilities.
3.5.The organisation recognises the contribution it can make to reducing crime, improving the
health of young people, improving the employability of young people and providing fun but
educational activities for the whole family. G*Y*P*O* recognises the role it can play in
supporting multi agencies to actively engage with young people and provide a holistic
approach to service delivery.
Therefore the vision of G*Y*P*O* is:
To develop and maintain indoor and outdoor facilities
Actively work with local communities and agencies to promote the benefits of alternative
urban sports
Engage young people in the development of their own activities
Provide opportunities for the local community to come together
Enhance partnership working between agencies that provide services for young people
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Aims and Objectives
4. Aims and Objectives
4.1. The aims of the organisation are to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Reduce crime in the local community
Improve the health and lifestyle of young people
Raise educational attainment amongst local young people
Support young people to maximise their potential

4.1. The objectives of the organisation are to:
(I) To develop and maintain facilities that engage young people
The physical places that G*Y*P*O* will provide include:
➡ indoor skate park
➡ concrete outdoor park
➡ trails
➡ race track
➡ sustainable social enterprises
(II) Provide physical activities that keep young people fit
The organisation will provide structured tuition, competitions and jams that will help to
improve the fitness of young people. It will aim to enhance their skills and techniques in
disciplines such as BMX, inline skating and skate boarding.
(III) To support an Urban Sports Group which is young people led
The Urban Sports Group will engage young people and ensure that they are at the heart of
G*Y*P*O*’s activities, decision making and vision.
(IV) Provide accredited opportunities in media, music and other cultural activities
The organisation will work with multi agencies to provide alternative and incidental learning
packages and will engage with schools to provide extra curricular activities.
(V) Increase and improve the confidence of local young people
One of the greatest benefits will be the building of young people’s confidence and
aspirations. G*Y*P*O* believe this can be achieved through the use of the facilities and
activities that the Committee and USG hope to achieve.
(VI) Engage the wider community
G*Y*P*O* hope to provide the local community with a positive, young people based sub
culture by providing facilities to allow relationships to flourish.
(VII) Develop strong relationships with multi agencies
Through dedicated partnership working and consultation, G*Y*P*O* will develop a database
of agencies that they wish to work with to further their objectives. The organisation
recognises their aims need to be delivered through a multi agency approach.
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The Need

young people that attend
mainstream activities and
would like to seek alternative
opportunities in sports, arts,
media and music. G*Y*P*O*
have identified the need for an
alternative young people’s sub
culture that supports positive
activities and healthy lifestyles.

5. The Need
5.1. Through extensive
consultation with over 400
young people, G*Y*P*O* has
identified the need for an
infrastructure of urban sports
facilities within North East
Lincolnshire. They have also
identified that young people
generally lack opportunities
to further themselves and to
develop their own activities
within a supportive
environment. The types of
young people that engage
with G*Y*P*O* activities are
not necessarily the type of
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Deprivation in NE Lincs
5.2 Deprivation
1. In 2004 North East Lincolnshire ranked 52nd out of 354 local authority districts on the
Government’s deprivation scores, placing it amongst the country’s most deprived 20% of
districts in the country.
2. There are a number of factors which may account for the worsening position in the national
ranks, including more sensitive measures of deprivation at small area level, continuing
outward migration of highly educated and more affluent working age people and lower than
average rates of economic growth, compared with other parts of the country.
3. According to official data sources, North East Lincolnshire scores amongst some of the
worst 10% of districts in the country for crime, low educational attainment, skills and
training. In contrast it scores relatively well on access to services and on housing
affordability, although this average masks considerable differences between the urban and
rural parts of North East Lincolnshire.
4. The most acute problems of deprivation are concentrated in the central eastern areas of
Grimsby, with some neighbourhoods within the East Marsh ranking amongst the most
deprived 1% in the country. Small area analysis also highlights the level of wealth amongst
Cleethorpes residents, with quite a distinctive north - south divide in the town. Some areas
of Immingham also rank high on deprivation scores. In some areas, deprivation scores were
almost three times the local average and four times the national average.
5. The Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) 2004 also highlights the poorer economic
circumstances of children and older people in North East Lincolnshire. According to this
measure, an estimated 1 in 4 children and 1 in 5 older people are dependent on very low
incomes in the area. In some parts of Grimsby more than two thirds of children and almost
half of all pensioners are dependent on means tested benefits.
6. On levels of crime and low educational attainment North East Lincolnshire scores higher
still, placing it amongst the worse 10% of districts in the country on these domains of
deprivation. According to this data approximately a third of the residents populations live in
neighbourhoods that rank amongst the top 10% nationally for crime and for poor education,
training and skills.
7. Children and older people are at particular risk of poverty. One in four of the local child
population are dependent on means tested benefits, as are 1 in 5 of local pensioners. These
proportions rise to 70% and 45% respectively in some of the poorest areas in Grimsby. This
contrast with the Wolds villages, Waltham and Humberston, where fewer than 10% of
children are dependent on low incomes.
8. Most of the neighbourhoods which have high rates of unemployment and low income, also
suffer from high rates of crime, poor health, poor housing and low educational attainment,
with areas of East Marsh, Nunsthorpe and the Grange, Immingham and northern
Cleethorpes consistently scoring amongst the top 10% nationally on each domains of
deprivation.
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Progress To
Date

6. Progress to Date
6.1. G*Y*P*O* has been successful in running numerous projects over the last 4 years and these
include projects that have the potential to become sustainable in the future. Projects Include:
( 3 consecutive summers )
➡Trin Skate Park
( 12 held so far )
➡ Fundraising Gigs
( since 1997 )
➡ Built and maintained trails
( 1 in total )
➡ Kent Street Jam
( 2 so far )
➡ Organised trips
( 10 meetings so far )
➡ Urban Sports Group meetings
➡ Consultancy and design service ( 1 project to date )
6.2. The organisation has managed to secure numerous pots of funding for various projects and
has the potential to increase its ability to become sustainable by maximising the skills of the
committee and the ideas of the young people.
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Progress to Date
3.

G*Y*P*O* is well known throughout North East Lincolnshire
to key agencies such as NE Lincs Council, Shoreline
Housing Partnership, Humberside Police Authority,
Community Wardens, local councillors, YMCA, Tenants
and Residents Associations and Integrated Youth
Services. The key agencies regularly support the efforts of
G*Y*P*O* by providing advice, support and funding.

4.

G*Y*P*O* have met with E-Factor representatives to
discuss developing social enterprises in order to channel
generated income back into activities for young people. As
a result of this meeting, the committee has developed a
business plan and a 5 year action plan for the organisation.

5.

The Urban Sports Group was fully involved with developing
the business plan and ensures that young people truly are
at the heart of the planned activities. The Urban Sports
Group also encourages the involvement of young people in
organising their own activities.

6.

The organisation has benefitted from numerous articles
within the local press positively promoting their activities
for young people. They have twice featured in national
BMX magazines for their determination to provide much
needed facilities.
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Operating Environment
7. Operating Environment
7.1. The problems identified in the Needs Section above are well known and there has been
much activity undertaken to tackle them. This section outlines the key initiatives and
organisations currently involved in providing solutions and a description of the factors
affecting the situation.
7.2. There are a variety of organisations that support activities for young people:
Integrated Youth services
YMCA
Space Project
Shalom
Humberside Police
Sports Development
Youth Bank
Grimsby Neighbourhood Centre
Get Hooked on Fishing
Motor Bike Project
(NB:This list is an example of the many organisations working with young people. If your
organisation is not listed please do not feel offended - please contact us to discuss working
in partnership - G*Y*P*O* Committee)
7.3. There are a number of sources of funding for supporting young people to organise their own
activities and for community facilities in general:
Youth Bank
Humberside Police Authority
Children In Need
Sport Relief
Shoreline Housing Partnership
Local Ward Councillors
Awards for All
Big Lottery Fund
WREN
Yorkshire Forward
British Gas Energy Saving Grants
(NB: This list is an example of the many funders that G*Y*P*O* will work with. For a full break
down of funders and projects please see the G*Y*P*O* Funding Strategy)
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Operating Environment

7.4. There is a growing number of community based organisations and capacity building support
serving the 12 priority neighbourhoods. These include:
E-Factor outreach workers
Health Trainers
Community Wardens
Police Community Support Officers
Shoreline Regeneration Officers
Neighbourhood Engagement Workers
Various Tenants and Residents Associations
7.5. There is no organisation in NE Lincolnshire that focuses on providing opportunities for
young people in alternative urban sports or the opportunity to succeed in alternative urban
sports through structured activities.
7.6. The recent announcement of social enterprise funding being awarded to the area will
support G*Y*P*O* to ensure the majority of their projects can become sustainable through
social enterprise.
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Consultation

8. Consultation
8.1. As a part of the process a wide range of interests have been consulted and they all
agree that young people need more meaningful activities to keep them occupied and
maximise their potential.
8.2. The Urban Sports Group was set up to provide G*Y*P*O* with regular contact with
young people and also a steer for their activities. The USG has on average 30 young
people attending monthly meetings and over 400 registered members on the G*Y*P*O*
database.
8.3. The USG has been integral in gathering the evidence and information for this business
plan and have been at the heart of deciding the aims and objectives of G*Y*P*O*.
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9. Although there is a great deal of provision for young people
throughout North East Lincolnshire, it is not sufficient to satisfy
the needs of those young people interested in alternative urban
sports and the sub culture that comes with it.
9.1. Therefore the role of G*Y*P*O* is to provide opportunities
and activities for young people within alternative urban
sports by providing decent facilities and promoting the
benefits of specialist sports.
9.2. G*Y*P*O* will therefore undertake the following activities
within the next 5 years:
Develop indoor and outdoor alternative urban sports
facilities
Develop social enterprises within and connected to the
facilities
Engage young people in media, art and music projects
Support the School of Rock to develop in NE Lincs
Organise events, gigs, competitions and festivals
Engage local schools in alternative urban sports
Develop structured activities for new facilities
Continue to support the wishes of the USG
Engage young people in fundraising, business planning and
policy development
Provide part-time employment opportunities for young
people within social enterprises
Complete Race Track and encourage training for the
Olympic Games 2012
Register with the Charity Commission and British Cycling
Federation
For a full and complete list of activities planned, please see the
G*Y*P*O* and USG Action Plan.
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Developing Social Enterprises

10. Developing Social Enterprises
10.1. The longer term aim of G*Y*P*O* is to create one or more social enterprises that will
engage and train young people in business skills, work ethics, engage them as
entrepreneurs and ensure the organisation can be sustainable.
10.2. It is now recognised that community based organisations must start to show how they
will become sustainable and less dependent on government or charitable funding. As
part of the overall business plan, G*Y*P*O* are keen to engage and develop the skills
of young people through social enterprise thus ensuring the viability of the organisation
and its activities.
10.3. The types of social enterprise the organisation aim to develop include:
The building and hiring out of a portable ramp and display team
Hiring of sound system and DJ’s for events and corporate activities
Screen printing and press business
Consultancy service in design and building of urban sports facilities
Urban sports DVD and music CD business
G*Y*P*O* clothes and jewellry range
Organic cafe and food van
Art Gallery and exhibition space
Hostel and campsite business
Rental of indoor and outdoor facilities for private events
10.4. A full business plan for each individual social enterprise is currently being developed
by G*Y*P*O* and USG.
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SWOT Analysis
Strengths

Weaknesses

Vast experience of alternative urban sports
A committed Committee
Marketing experience
Health and safety experience
Small business development experience
Book keeping skills
Fantastic support from members
Recognised as experts in their field
Active steering group of young people
Support from some key agencies
Experience of running successful activities
Experience of building ramps and
maintaining facilities
Effective fundraising skills
Respect amongst members
Committed volunteers with countless hours
donated
Dedicated and creative people
Positive role models
Positive press coverage
Long track record of accounts, minutes of
meetings and photographic evidence of
activities.

Opportunities
E-Factor - support to set up social
enterprises
Presentation to agencies will provide
credibility
Partnership working
Shoreline providing guidance and support
Take active role in regeneration of sea front
and town tourism
Links with new Grimsby Town Football Club
Stadium
Grimsby finally recognised as area of
deprivation
Development of USG
15

Lack of communication with other
agencies
Lack of funds
No indoor building
Lack of support from some key agencies
No office base or office equipment
No dedicated workers
Lack of time to organise things due to
work and personal commitments
Negative vibe in the town in general
Current activities can only take place in
summer
Lack of security

Threats
Vandals
No funding available
Anti social behaviour being linked to
activities
Change of Government and key priorities
No new young people coming through
Can’t find a suitable building for facilities
Not supported by key agencies to
develop facilities
Funders do not see activities as a priority
G*Y*P*O* history file is destroyed or lost
Lack of security for facilities
Insurance claims
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Financial Breakdown

11.Financial Accounts and Funding Obtained
11.1. The following is a summary of the 2007 - 2008 Income and Expenditure for G*Y*P*O*:
Income 2007 - 2008

Total

Expenditure 2007-2008

Total

Humberside Police Authority

£1,000

Coaches for Trip

£955

Beacon Hill Community Association

£250

Entry and Food to skateparks

£986.40

Shoreline Housing Partnership

£250

YMCA Workers

£330

Ward Councillors Fund

£1,750

Vans and Petrol for trips

£317.35

YouthBank

£690

Tools and Equipment

£597.93

G*Y*P*O* Fundraiser Gigs x 4

£2,731.88

PA Equipment

£621

Sticker Sales

£78

IT Equipment

£1,200

Income from trips

£515.35

Administration

£665.57

Total Income

£7,265.23

Misc

£255.87

Total Expenditure

£5,929.12

Total Expenditure

£5,929.12

Surplus

£1,336.11

11.
11.2. G*Y*P*O* are extremely active fundraisers and contribute 38% of funding towards their own
activities by hosting gigs and other entertainments.
11.3. The ability to maximise on young people’s potential will enable the organisation to become
self sustaining within 5 years through developing numerous social enterprises.
11.4. Identification of needs within the urban sub culture of NE Lincs has demonstrated that
G*Y*P*O* could operate sustainable businesses well into the future.
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Resourcing the Activities

12. Assets and Financial Resources
12.1. This business plan and each of the activities mentioned are being fully costed. A funding
strategy is currently being developed and will feature as a subsidiary document.
12.2. The organisation carries out its own fundraising in the shape of regular gigs which feature
local DJ’s, bands and graffiti artists at The Matrix Club in Grimsby.
12.3. The organisation is currently seeking an indoor facility with an office space from which the
projects will be managed. Once this facility has been developed it will be owned by G*Y*P*O*
or leased for a minimum of 10 years.
12.4. G*Y*P*O* will initially require 2 staff members once an indoor facility is identified. These posts
will be a Project Manager and an Administrator. A job description for both of these posts can
be found at the end of this document.
12.5. The organisation is looking to maximise on the skills and potential of young people through
developing social enterprises in order to become sustainable.
12.6. The organisation is keen to explore opportunities within Renewable Energy including the use
of wind turbines and solar roof panels to reduce running costs.
12.7. For a complete financial breakdown of activities and Social Enterprises, please see the
G*Y*P*O* Fundraising Strategy and Social Enterprise Business Plans.
12.8. All assets will be owned by G*Y*P*O*. The social enterprises will own any assets purchased
with its own funds.
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Marketing and Promotion
14. Marketing and Promotion
14.1. Website - The organisation has a website dedicated to the
pursuit of alternative urban sports in North East
Lincolnshire: www.gypobmx.co.uk
14.2. USG Newsletter - The Urban Sports Group members
receive a monthly newsletter keeping them up to date with
project developments, meeting dates and new projects.
14.3. G*Y*P*O* Stickers - The organisation has a distinctive
logo and brand which is used to promote the organisation
through stickers, leaflets and posters.
14.4. T-Shirts - The organisation has designed and printed
numerous T-Shirts and currently run T-Shirt design
competitions for young people.
14.5. Presentations - The organisation has attended numerous
networking days and have presented to various agencies
and community groups across North East Lincolnshire
14.6. Business Cards - The Committee have designed and
printed business cards which are used to promote
communication with key partners.
14.7. Display Boards - The organisation has invested in some
display boards which tell the G*Y*P*O* story through
pictures and help people understand the aims of the
organisation.
14.8. Large Printed Screens - 2 large printed screens have
been designed to maximise publicity at gigs and
competitions.
14.9. Promotion of Small Businesses - The organisation has
recognised that local small businesses, connected to the
aims of G*Y*P*O* are keen to support G*Y*P*O* activities.
Thanks goes to The Matrix, Forw4rd and Elsfal.
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15. Management
15.1. Membership of G*Y*P*O* and USG is open to anyone interested in improving alternative
urban sport provision within NE Lincs and those engaged with the culture of alternative urban
sports within NE Lincs.
15.2. The day to day management of the organisation is undertaken by the dedicated volunteer
G*Y*P*O* committee members.
15.3. To ensure ownership by young people and the wider community, the USG has been
developed and steers the work of the G*Y*P*O* Committee.
15.4. Once in post, the Project Manager will report to G*Y*P*O* committee on a monthly basis who
in turn report to the USG on a monthly basis.
15.5. All committee members will be required to sign up to the G*Y*P*O* protocol:
Honour confidentiality
Attend in the spirit of helping young people into alternative urban sports
Not to seek to use their membership for personal gain
Act as an Ambassador of the organisation
Contribute to the activities of the organisation
Offer their honest opinion
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Conclusion
16. Summary of Organisation
16.1.

G*Y*P*O* aims to provide alternative urban sports activities and an alternative sub
culture for young people.

16.2.

G*Y*P*O* exists to give young people opportunities, build their confidence and provide
facilities to enable them to fulfill their potential.

16.3.

G*Y*P*O* will strive to provide indoor and outdoor alternative urban sports provision
for people living in North East Lincs

16.4.

G*Y*P*O* will aim to become sustainable within 5 years through the development of
numerous social enterprises

16.5.

G*Y*P*O* will take direction from the USG and provide activities that contribute to
achieving local government outcomes for young people

16.6.

G*Y*P*O* will work in partnership with multi agencies to further the aims and objectives
of the organisation and the wishes of the USG

16.7.

G*Y*P*O* is committed to delivering the activities in this business plan within 5 years.

G*Y*P*O Committee
07-08
Chair:
Secretary:
Treasurer:

Chris Warren
Luci Hutchings
Chris Stanforth

For more information visit
www,gypobmx.co.uk
Or email:
gypoinfo@googlemail.co.uk

With thanks to our supporters.......

THE MATRIX
CLUB

forw4rd
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